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Crystallization of a polymer on a surface
Jonathan P. K. Doyea) and Daan Frenkel
FOM Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics, Kruislaan 407, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands

~Received 6 May 1998; accepted 3 September 1998!

We have studied the structure and free energy landscape of a semiflexible lattice polymer in the
presence of the surface of a polymer crystal. At low temperatures coexistence of two-dimensional
integer-folded crystals is observed. As the temperature is increased there is a transition from these
crystalline configurations to a disordered coil adsorbed onto the surface. The polymer then gradually
develops a three-dimensional character at higher temperatures. We compute the free energy as a
function of increasing crystallinity and compare with the free energy profiles assumed by the
Lauritizen–Hoffman surface nucleation theory of polymer crystallization. Our free energy profiles
exhibit a ‘‘sawtooth’’ structure associated with the successive formation of chain folds. However, in
the early stages of crystallization our profiles significantly deviate from those assumed by surface
nucleation theory because the initial nucleus is not a single stem but two incomplete stems
connected by a fold. This finding has significant implications for the theoretical description of
polymer crystallization. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!52546-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

On crystallization from solution or the melt simple pol
mers typically form lamellar crystals. As the backbone of t
polymer chain is oriented perpendicular to the plane of
lamellar, and yet the thickness of the crystals is smaller t
the length of the chain, a single polymer must traverse
crystal many times folding back on itself at each surfac1

Furthermore the thickness of the crystals have a w
characterized dependence on the degree of supercooling
thickness is always slightly larger than the minimum thic
ness for which a lamellar crystal is thermodynamica
stable.

However, although these simple facts were discove
about 40 years ago, there is still no consensus on their t
retical explanation.2 Moreover, two of the more dominan
approaches—Lauritzen–Hoffman surface nucleat
theory3–5 and the entropic barrier model6–9—appear irrecon-
cilable. One of the difficulties is that the theories have
make specific assumptions about the microscopic me
nisms of crystallization. As it is difficult to probe these pr
cesses directly in an experiment, the main test for the th
ries has been the comparison of their predictions w
macroscopic properties, such as the crystal thickness, gro
rate, and shape. But these tests have not proved discrim
ing enough; the two main theories~perhaps with the help o
various refinements or ‘‘suitable’’ choices of paramet!
have both been able to provide an adequate descriptio
many of the macroscopic properties.

Therefore,~atomistic! simulation can potentially play an
important role in this debate by providing insight into th
microscopic processes involved in polymer crystallizatio
and thus help in the critical assessment and refinement o
current theories and perhaps in the development of new t

a!Present address: University Chemical Laboratory, Lensfield Road, C
bridge CB2 1EW, UK.
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ries. However, there have been few simulation studies10–13

which have attempted to investigate the basic process in
lution crystallization, the adsorptionand crystallization of a
polymer on the growth surface.~There are many studie
which just consider adsorption.14–21! Although this is a non-
equilibrium process, as a first step it is useful to underst
the equilibrium behavior of a single polymer in the presen
of the surface of a polymer crystal. In this paper, we fi
study the basic thermodynamic properties of a simple lat
model of such a system~Sec. III!. This will also add to the
increasing knowledge of the rich phase behavior of sin
homopolymer chains; in particular, we draw out the simila
ties and differences from the behavior of an isolated se
flexible polymer, a case that has received much m
attention.22–29 Second, we examine in detail the free ener
profile for the crystallization pathway suggested by surfa
nucleation theory~Sec. IV!.

II. METHODS

A. Polymer model

In our model the polymer is represented by anN-unit
self-avoiding walk on a simple cubic lattice. There is
attractive energy,2e, between nonbonded polymer units o
adjacent lattice sites and between polymer units and the
face, and an energetic penalty,eg , for kinks in the chain.
The total energy is given by

E52~npp1nps!e1ngeg , ~1!

wherenpp is the number of polymer–polymer contacts,nps is
the number of polymer–surface contacts andng is the num-
ber of kinks or‘‘gauche bonds’’in the chain. We choose th
energy for polymer–polymer and polymer–surface conta
to be the same so that the surface represents the surface
polymer crystal.e can be considered to be an effective inte
action representing the combined effects of polyme
polymer, polymer–solvent, and solvent–solvent interactio
-

3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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and so our model is a simplified representation of a semifl
ible polymer at the interface between a polymer crystal a
solution. The behavior of the polymer is controlled by t
ratio kT/e; large values can be considered as either h
temperature or good solvent conditions, and low values
low temperature or bad solvent conditions. The parameteeg

defines the stiffness of the chain. The polymer chain is fu
flexible ateg50 and becomes stiffer aseg increases. In this
study we only considereg>0.

This polymer model has been recently used to study
effects of stiffness on the phase behavior of isolated
mopolymers by theory25 and simulation,26,28 and also in ki-
netic Monte Carlo simulations of the growth of polym
crystals.30,31

The global potential energy minimum at a particu
~positive! eg is determined by a balance between maximiz
npp andnps, and minimizingng ; it is a folded structure tha
lies flat on the surface. If the polymer is able to form
structure that is a two-dimensional rectangle with dimensi
a3b (N5ab), wherea<b, then

nps5N,

npp5N2a2b11, ~2!

ng
min52b22.

The structures that correspond tong5ng
min have the polymer

chain folded back and forth along the longer dimension
the rectangle. By minimizing the resulting expression for
energy one finds that the lowest energy polymer configu
tion should have

b

a
511

2eg

e
. ~3!

Therefore, ateg50 the ideal shape is a square and for po
tive eg a rectangle extended in one direction, the aspect r
of which increases as the chain becomes stiffer. Howeve
most sizes and values ofeg it is not possible to form a rect
angle with the optimal aspect ratio. Nevertheless, it is eas
find the global minimum just by considering the structur
which most closely approximate this optimal shape.

B. Simulation techniques

To simulate our system we use a configurational-b
Monte Carlo32 technique including moves in which a mid
section of the chain is regrown.33 We also make occasiona
bond-flipping moves which, although they do not change
shape of the volume occupied by the polymer, change
path of the polymer through that volume.28,34,35These moves
speed up equilibration in the dense phases. During the s
lation we always constrain the polymer to have at least
unit in contact with the surface. This constraint prevents
polymer from becoming detached from the surface at
higher temperatures used in Sec. III; it has no effect at
temperatures used in Sec. IV. Thermodynamic propert
such as the heat capacity, were calculated from the en
distributions of each run using the multihistogra
method.36,37
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In order to monitor the state of the polymer we devis
two order parameters. The first,Q2D , probes the orienta-
tional order within the two-dimensional polymer adsorb
onto the surface,

Q2D5A2 (
a5x,y

S na

nx1ny
2

1

2D 2

, ~4!

wherex and y are in the plane of the surface andna is the
number of bonds in the directiona. Q2D has a value of 1 if
all the bonds are in the same direction, i.e., the polymer
a linear configuration, and a value of 0 if the bonds a
oriented isotropically in the plane. The second order para
eter,Q3D , probes the dimensionality of the polymer.

Q3D5A6F2S nx1ny

2~N21!
2

1

3D 2

1S nz

~N21!
2

1

3D 2G . ~5!

Q3D has a value of 1 if all the polymer units are in conta
with the surface and a value of 0 if the bonds are orien
isotropically in space.

In Sec. IV we compute the free energy along pathwa
characterized by an order parameter,Nxtal , which measures
the degree of crystallinity. This Landau free energy is sim
related to the canonical probability distribution for the ord
parameter:

AL~Nxtal!5A2kT log pcan~Nxtal!, ~6!

whereA is the Helmholz free energy. However, all releva
regions of this distribution are not significantly sampled
the canonical ensemble, and so we use umbrella sampli38

to calculate the free energy accurately over the whole ra
of the order parameter. This is achieved by multiplying t
Boltzmann factor by the exponential of a biasing distrib
tion, W(Nxtal), i.e., the simulation samples configuratio
with a probability proportional to exp(2bE1W(Nxtal)). The
canonical probability distribution is then obtained from t
probability distribution from the biased run,pmulti(Nxtal), by

pcan~Nxtal!5pmulti~Nxtal!exp~2W~Nxtal!!. ~7!

We wish to chooseW such thatpmulti(Nxtal) is approximately
constant over the whole range ofNxtal ~the so-called multi-
canonical approach39,40!. However, this only occurs when
W(Nxtal)'AL(Nxtal)/kT and so we have to constructW itera-
tively from the results of a number of short prelimina
simulations.41

III. THERMODYNAMICS

In the presentation of our results we concentrate on
example, a 200-unit polymer witheg54 e. Results for other
positive values ofeg show the same basic behavior. We al
mainly dwell on those aspects of the thermodynamics wh
are relevant to polymer crystallization or differ marked
from the behavior of the isolated homopolymer.25,26,28

At zero temperature the global potential energy mi
mum has the lowest free energy. Foreg54e the optimal
aspect ratio of a crystal is 9@Eq. ~3!#. ForN5200 the crystal
that most closely approximates this shape has five stem~a
stem is a straight section of the polymer! which are 40 units
long; it is the global minimum. The example shown in Fi
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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1~a! has a tight fold at the end of each stem, a situat
which is often referred to as adjacent reentry, but there a
number of degenerate configurations with nonadjacent re
try. The differences in energy between the various crystal
configurations are only small and so at low temperatu
more than one type of crystalline configuration is observed
the simulation; they can be differentiated by their radius
gyration. Figure 2~b! shows the presence of four coexistin
crystallites which have four, five, six, or seven comple
stems. This preference for crystalline configuration w
complete stems is energetic in origin—it maximizes t
number of polymer–polymer contacts for each fold. A sim
lar trend is observed in long monodisperse alkanes; the c
tals have preferred thicknesses which correspond to an
ger number of complete stems.42,43 This effect has also bee
observed in simulations of these systems.11,13

As the temperature is increased configurations with m
disorder in the stem length and a shorter average stem le
are entropically more favored. This causes the peaks in
probability distribution of the radius of gyration to broade
and the radius of gyration to decrease in the rangeT
51.0– 1.75ek21 @Fig. 2~a!#.

As with the isolated homopolymers there must com
point when disordered configurations become more favo
than crystalline configurations. This ‘‘melting’’ transition i
signaled by a heat capacity peak~Fig. 3! and by a loss of
orientational order@Fig. 4~a!#. AlthoughQ2D drops down to
a value of 0.1 at the transition,Q3D remains close to one
This shows that on melting the polymer adopts a tw
dimensional configuration on the surface with no orien
tional order in the plane@Fig. 1~b!#. Furthermore, although
this order–disorder transition is a finite size analog of a b
first-order phase transition, no bimodality is seen in the pr
ability distribution of Q2D @Fig. 4~b!#, i.e., there is no free
energy barrier between states with high and lowQ2D . Near
to the transition temperature,Tm , theQ2D probability distri-
bution is very broad and flat, perhaps because of the co

FIG. 1. Some representative configurations for a 200-unit polymer in
presence of a surface.~a! Crystalline configuration with five stems of lengt
40 units; it is one of the lowest energy configurations foreg54 e. Q2D

50.960 andRg
25135.3.~b! Disordered two-dimensional coil on the surfac

produced in a run atT52.5ek21. Q2D50.235 andRg
25141.6.~c! Three-

dimensional coil produced in a run atT55.0ek21. Q3D50.010 andRg
2

599.1.~d! Configuration from a simulation atT52.375ek21 in which half
the configuration is crystalline and half is disordered.
Downloaded 11 Oct 2004 to 145.18.129.130. Redistribution subject to AI
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FIG. 2. ~a! Rg
2 as a function of temperature for a 200-unit polymer ateg

54 e. For comparison the results for an isolated polymer~dashed line! have
also been included.~b! Probability distribution forRg

2 at T51.25ek21. The
peaks are labeled by the numbers of stems in the corresponding confi
tions.

FIG. 3. Cv as a function of temperature for a 200-unit polymer ateg

54 e. For comparison the results for an isolated polymer~dashed line! have
also been included.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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10036 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 22, 8 December 1998 J. P. K. Doye and D. Frenkel
bution of partly crystalline, partly disordered configuratio
@such as the one depicted in Fig. 1~d!# with intermediate
values ofQ2D .

The order–disorder transition also causes the radiu
gyration to increase in the rangeT52.3– 2.7ek21, first as
the polymer passes to the disordered state and then as
coil begins to expand with temperature. However, this ris
checked when the polymer begins to develop a thr
dimensional character@Fig. 1~c!#. The change in dimension
ality occurs gradually and is signaled by a decrease inQ3D

and also a decrease in the radius of gyration to a value w
is comparable to that for the an isolated chain of the sa
size@Fig. 2~a!#. The associated loss in polymer–surface co
tacts is the cause of the high temperature shoulder in the
capacity. Such desorption transitions are well-understoo14

and we do not dwell on its features here.
In Figs. 2 and 3 we have included results for an isola

polymer for comparison. Until the transition to a thre
dimensional configuration, theRg

2 curves for the two case
have a similar form@except that the values are larger for t
two-dimensional~2D! polymer on the surface# due to the
similar nature of the transitions in the two cases.30 The heat
capacity peak for the isolated polymer is sharper, sugges

FIG. 4. ~a! Q2D andQ3D as a function of temperature for a 200-unit polym
at eg54 e. ~b! Probability distributions forQ2D at three different tempera
tures around the melting temperature, as labeled.
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that the melting transition has a stronger first-order-like ch
acter. Similarly, it is easier to find an order parameter for
isolated polymer that shows bimodality~i.e., the presence o
a free energy barrier! in the transition region. This differenc
is probably because the energy difference between ord
and disordered states is less in the presence of the sur
the energy of the two-dimensional coil is reduced relative
the three-dimensional coil due to the interaction energy w
the surface.

The basic behavior described above generally holds
any positiveeg , as be can seen from the phase diagram
Fig. 5. In particular the order–disorder transition alwa
leads to a two-dimensional disordered polymer adsor
onto the surface, which only at higher temperature becom
three dimensional. This fact could be of particular relevan
to polymer crystallization from solution. It suggests that
polymer forms a two-dimensional configuration on t
growth surface before crystallizing, rather than crystallizi
directly from solution. The thermodynamics of the crystal
zation process will depend significantly on which of the
two possible mechanisms holds. The direct mechanism
implicitly or explicitly assumed in several theoretic
descriptions.2 Yet, the present results appear to support
assumption made by Yamamoto in his study of the dynam
of the crystallization process.10

However, it is not clear whether this aspect of o
results—crystallization being preceded by adsorption—
likely to be representative of the behavior of real polymers
might reflect some of the simplicities in the model. For e
ample, in our model an adsorbed disordered polymer an
crystallite can have the same energy of interaction with
surface, whereas in reality a polymer chain that fits snu
into a groove formed by chains in the crystalline surface w
have a lower energy than a random configuration on the
face. Such features could result in crystallization and adso
tion occurring simultaneously. Therefore, it would be use

FIG. 5. Phase diagram of a 200-unit polymer on a surface. The phase
gram is divided into regions by the values of the melting point,Tm , and by
the transition from two- to three-dimensional configurations,T2 – 3. These
two transition temperatures are defined byQ2D(Tm)50.5 andQ3D(T223)
50.5. No attempt has been made to differentiate between coils and glob
in the disordered region of the phase diagram.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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if more realistic simulations were performed to clarify th
situation.

In the phase diagram in Fig. 5 we have not attempted
distinguish regions where the scaling behavior of the dis
dered state is that of a coil or of a globule. The main diff
ences in behavior between polymers with different values
eg are related to the position of the coil–globule transitio
with respect to the adsorption transition and show up m
clearly in quantities such as the radius of gyration. For
ample, the maximum inRg

2 for the two-dimensional disor
dered polymer that occurs ateg54e ~Fig. 2! does not occur
for all eg . However, we do not pursue these issues furt
here.

In this study the surface represents the surface of a p
mer crystal. However, if different interaction energies we
assigned to polymer–polymer and polymer–surface cont
this model could be used to examine the phase behavior
polymer in the presence of a surface of a different mater
In particular, changing the polymer–surface interaction
likely to effect the relative positions of the adsorption a
crystallization transitions compared to the current mode44

For example, a decrease in the energy of polymer–sur
contacts would destabilize the adsorbed phase and for a
enough decrease this would lead to crystallization occur
direct from a three-dimensional configuration in solution.

IV. FREE ENERGY FOR A SINGLE
CRYSTALLIZATION PATHWAY

Having understood the basic thermodynamics of our s
tem we are now in a position to use the model to examin
detail the free energy landscape for the microscopic mec
nism of polymer crystallization assumed by the Lauritze
Hoffman surface nucleation theory.3–5 In this theory the key
process in determining the thickness of the lamellar crys
is considered to be the nucleation and growth of a new p
mer layer on the crystal growth face~the thin edges of the
lamellae!. In the theory the growth rate for new layers
different thicknesses are compared. It is argued that crys
with a thickness close to that which gives the maximu
growth rate will dominate the ensemble of possible cryst
and so the predicted thickness of the crystal corresponds
proximately to the thickness for which the rate is a ma
mum.

To calculate the growth rates some assumptions hav
be made about the processes involved and the assoc
thermodynamics. First, the new layer is assumed to grow
the addition of a succession of stems along the growth f
each connected to the previous by a tight fold. Second,
length of each stem is assumed to be the same as the t
ness of the lamella. Third, to calculate the free energy
this process macroscopic thermodynamic properties are u
This allows the free energy as a function of the number
stems to be written as

AL~Nstem!52bls12~Nstem21!abs f2ablDF, ~8!

wheres is the surface free energy of the growth surfaces,s f

is the free energy of the fold surfaces,DF is the free energy
of crystallization per unit volume,l is the thickness of the
lamella,a is the width of a stem, andb is the depth of a stem
Downloaded 11 Oct 2004 to 145.18.129.130. Redistribution subject to AI
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The geometry of the assumed mechanism is depicted in
inset of Fig. 6. The first term in Eq.~8! corresponds to the
creation of the two new lateral surfaces on either side of
nucleus. This free energy has to be ‘‘paid for’’ on the layin
down of the first stem. The second term corresponds to
free energy of the folds that have to be created on the de
sition of subsequent stems.

The fourth assumption is that at the barrier betwe
states with differentNstem all the new surfaces have bee
created and that a fractionC of the free energy of crystalli-
zation has been released. These assumptions lead to fre
ergy profiles like that depicted in Fig. 6.

There have been a number of specific criticisms of t
free energy profile. First, the model assumes that the valu
C for deposition of the first and subsequent stems is
same when clearly the physical processes for these two c
are very different. The main motivation for this assumpti
is simply that it allows an analytical solution to the theor
More recently, there has been some work which has
tempted to find approximate solutions when this simplifyi
assumption is relaxed.45,46

Second, for any nonzero value ofC the predicted thick-
ness becomes infinite at sufficiently large supercoolings—
so-calledd l catastrophe. This occurs when there is no lon
any barrier for the deposition of the first stem, i.e., for te
peratures whereC.2s/(aDF). To avoid this unwanted be
havior, the theory has been supplemented with a justifica
for a zero value ofC. The argument is that the chain firs
forms a weakly physisorbed aligned state which traverses
growth face~such a configuration has a high free ener
because it has lost the entropy associated with orientati
disorder! before it crystallizes to form the first crystallin
stem,5 rather than the free energy of crystallization bei
released as successive units of the first stem are depo
onto the surface. There seems little evidence to favor the
scenario except that it avoids ad l catastrophe appearing i

FIG. 6. Free energy profile assumed by the Lauritzen–Hoffman sur
nucleation theory of polymer crystallization. The theory considers the c
tal to form by laying down of adjacent stems of the polymer. The inset
schematic representation of a configuration where three stems have
deposited. The profile is for a temperature at which the crystal is the m
stable state.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the theory. Furthermore, the second mechanism would
expected to involve a lower free energy pathway, and so
feasible, would be preferred.

If simulations are to help us make some critical asse
ment of the free energy profile used in the surface nuclea
theory we need to devise an order parameter which can a
a reaction coordinate along a pathway to a specific crys
We useNxtal , which we define as the number of units in th
largest fragment of the polymer that has part of the struc
of our target crystal. This target crystal has adjacent ree
of the stems which are all of a specified length,l . As our
reaction coordinate is more fine-grained than that used in
surface nucleation theory it allows us to find the location
any free energy transition states on the path.

To compare with the theoretical free energy profile t
pathway should go from the disordered state of the polym
to the target crystal. However, the difficulty with the ord
parameter,Nxtal , is that it is not able to distinguish betwee
configurations which are disordered and those that hav
crystalline structure different from the target crystal. The
fore, we have to introduce some constraints to ensure tha
N2Nxtal units which are not part of the largest fragment
the target crystal adopt a disordered configuration. We
the following order parameters to achieve this:Q2D

rest, Quu
rest,

and Qxr . Q2D
rest is simply the same asQ2D except that only

bonds in the noncrystalline part of the polymer are taken i
account.Quu

rest5nuu
rest/2Nrest, wherenuu

rest is the number of in-
stances when a bond in the noncrystalline part of the p
mer is adjacent and parallel to another bond on the surf
andNrest5N2Nxtal . Qxr5nxr /Nxtal , wherenxr is the num-
ber of contacts between the crystalline part of the chain
the rest of the polymer.

The constraints we use are:Q2D
rest,0.3, Quu

rest,0.3 and
Qxr,0.15. Low values ofQ2D

rest andQuu
rest are appropriate for

a disordered chain.~The upper bounds have been found to
reasonable from monitoring these order parameters for
purely disordered state.! The constraint onQxr prevents the
nucleus from being stabilized by a more locally ordered
gion surrounding it. However, the exact values for these c
straints are slightly arbitrary. The free energy profiles that
obtain do reflect these choices to a certain extent, but onl
the numerical details and not in their basic structure.

In Fig. 7~a! we show some free energy profiles that w
obtain for the formation of a target crystal with stems that
40 units long at a variety of temperatures. It is immediat
apparent that the profiles have a sawtooth structure simila
the surface nucleation profiles. The minima occur at 2l , 3 l ,
and 4l . Presumably, for longer polymers this structu
would be repeated at higher multiples ofl . @Indeed when we
use l 525 minima up to 7l are observed~Fig. 7~b!#. After
the minimum the free energy rises sharply with the incor
ration of the next two polymer units into the crystal reachi
a maximum atn l12 or n l13. These steps in the free en
ergy have a clear interpretation. Configurations with a co
plete number of stems are favored because such a con
ration maximizes the number of polymer–polymer conta
relative to the number of folds in the crystal. To increase
size of the crystal fragment a new fold has to be formed w
an accompanying rise in the free energy. After this there
Downloaded 11 Oct 2004 to 145.18.129.130. Redistribution subject to AI
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monotonic decrease in the free energy as the new stem g
until the next fold must form. Translating this into the la
guage used in the surface nucleation approach,C(Nstem

→Nstem11)'0 for Nstem>2 and the transition state occu

FIG. 7. Free energy for the formation of a target crystal with equal st
lengths and adjacent reentry. In~a! and ~c! the target crystal has stems 4
units long; the four curves correspond to different temperature, as labe
and we have set the zero of free energy to that for the complete crysta
~b! the three curves correspond to target crystals with different stem len
as labeled, all atT52.05ek21; we have set the zero of free energy to th
for the complete crystal with stem length 40, and the free energy differen
between the different complete crystals were calculated by complete
meration of possible configurations. The free energy profiles in~a! and ~b!
are from simulation and those in~c! have been calculated using Eq.~9!.
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virtually immediately after the completion of the previou
stem.

However, atNxtal,2 l there are major differences be
tween the simulation and the surface nucleation free ene
profiles. First, there is no sign in the simulation results of a
feature atNxtal5 l ~or at any other value ofNxtal) due to the
formation of the first fold. Therefore, the mechanism of
formation must be significantly different from that for su
sequent folds; it does not occur abruptly at a specific valu
Nxtal . In the surface nucleation approach it is assumed
new stems are laid down one at a time. It does not allow
the possibility that two new stems could be formed simu
neously. There is no such restriction in our simulations.
find that the initial nucleus is not a single stem but tw
incomplete stems of approximately equal length connec
by a fold. As Nxtal increases the two stems grow in leng
simultaneously. The reason for this behavior is energetic
is simple to show that a two-stem nucleus can have a lo
energy than a single-stem nucleus whenNxtal.4 eg /e12.
Confirmation of this behavior can be found from Fig. 8~c!.
The number of gauche bonds in the crystal has risen to
by Nxtal;25. The possibility of such a two-stem nucleus h
previously been suggested by Point.47

We should note that it is possible that the size of
surface may have a small effect on the competition betw
the two possible nuclei. On our ‘‘infinite’’ surface the pos
tion of the nucleus is irrelevant. However, on the grow
surface of a lamellar crystal it is important that the fold of t
two-stem nucleus is close to~or at! the edge of the lamella
whereas the initial position of a single-stem nucleus is un
portant. Having said this a similar preference for two-st
nuclei has been observed in kinetic Monte Carlo simulati
of polymer crystallization on the growth surface of a lamel
crystal.31

Second, the behavior at smallNxtal is different. For ex-
ample atT51.7ek21 the free energy is downhill until the
barrier atNxtal52 l . For the higher temperature free ener
profiles there is a free energy minimum corresponding to
disordered state but it occurs at a finite value ofNxtal , which
decreases with increasing temperature. AtT52.05, 2.35, and
2.6ek21 the minima are atNxtal533, 23, and 17, respec
tively. Furthermore the free energy rises very steeply asNxtal

decreases toward zero. These effects occur because cr
lization is occurring from a disordered state which is a
sorbed onto the surface. This disordered state has struc
motifs—single straight sections and short folds—which c
respond to small fragments of the target crystal. For exam
the two-dimensional disordered conformation shown in F
1~b! hasNxtal526. As the temperature decreases the per
tence length of the polymer increases and so the valu
Nxtal associated with the coil increases.

When there is a free energy minimum corresponding
the coil, for values ofNxtal beyond the minimum the free
energy rises linearly untilNxtal52 l . Therefore, in this tem-
perature range the barrier to forming a crystal nucleus w
two complete stems does increase withl , as is clearly shown
in Fig. 7~b!. However, this is very different from thel de-
pendence of the initial free energy barrier that is predicted
surface nucleation theory; there the top of the initial surfa
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nucleation barrier occurs nearNstem51 (Nxtal5 l ) and is a
much steeper function ofl .

To gain some further insight into the free energy profi
obtained from the simulation, we attempt to model them

FIG. 8. Comparison of results calculated using Eq.~9! for crystallization
pathways which allow one~the dashed line 1! and two ~the solid line 2!
incomplete stems to simulation~the dotted line s! results.~a! Free energy for
the formation of the crystal,~b! energy of the crystal~excluding the contri-
bution from interactions between the polymer and the surface!, Extal, and~c!
number ofgauchebonds in the crystal,ng

xtal, as a function of the number o
units in the crystal. The crystal has stems 40 units long.T52.05ek21.
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ing a simple calculation in which we only explicitly consid
the crystalline part of the polymer configuration and assu
the rest behaves like an ideal two-dimensional coil. The f
energy is then

A~Nxtal!5Acoil~Nrest!1( exp~2b~Extal1Ejoin!!, ~9!

where the sum is over all possible configurations for
crystalline portion of the chain which areNxtal units long,
Extal , the energy of the crystal, is given by Eq.~1!, Acoil , the
free energy of the ideal two-dimensional coil, is given by

Acoil~Nrest!52NrestkT log~112 exp~2beg!!2Nreste,
~10!

and Ejoin is the energy of anygauchebonds that might by
necessity occur at the junction between the crystalline
the coil parts of the chain.~The end of an incomplete stem i
the crystalline portion of the chain must either occur at
end of the chain or be followed by agauchebond.!

Some free energy profiles obtained from this appro
are shown in Fig. 7~c!. They have a remarkably similar struc
ture to the simulation results, although there are two m
discrepancies. First, our expression forAcoil is an underesti-
mate of the true free energy because it neglects the ener
contribution from contacts between different parts of t
coil. Therefore, Eq.~9! overestimates the stability of th
crystal compared to simulation results at the same temp
ture. Second, we do not take into account the fact that st
tural patterns corresponding to small crystal nuclei natur
occur in the disordered state, and so the calculated pro
do not have a large rise in free energy at small values
Nxtal .

The useful feature of this simple calculation is that
allows us to understand some of the physical origins of
features in the free energy profile more easily. For exam
A(Nxtal5n l) is always significantly lower thanA(Nxtal

5n l21) (n>2); this sharp dip in the free energy is b
cause forNxtal5n l neither end of the crystalline portion ha
to be terminated by agauchebond, i.e.,Ejoin50.

More interestingly, it can give greater insight into th
effects of having a two-stem nucleus. In Fig. 8 we comp
the results when all possible crystalline configurations
considered in the sum of Eq.~9! and when only those in
which there is a single incomplete stem are considered
the latter case the initial nucleus must be a single stem,
so the results should be much closer to the surface nuclea
profile. They are; the relevant free energy profile in Fig. 8~a!
now shows a free energy barrier for the formation of the fi
fold at Nxtal5 l and there is a steep initial rise in the fre
energy. However, it can be clearly seen that the free ene
is much lower when the possibility of a two-stem nucleus
allowed; this is because the energy of a sufficiently lo
two-stem nucleus is lower than a single stem@Fig. 8~b!#.
Furthermore, when assuming a single-stem nucleus the
sults forExtal andng

xtal @Fig. 8~c!#, as well as the free energy
significantly differ from simulation results, whereas the c
culation and simulation are in good agreement when the t
stem nucleus is allowed.~The slightly lower value ofExtal
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for the simulation results is due to contacts between the c
talline portion and the rest of the chain. These are not ta
into account in our simple calculation.!

The calculated profiles have two slopes forNxtal,2 l .
For small values ofNxtal the profile is steeper~and always
positive! because it is still more favorable to have a sing
stem nucleus.~This feature has no parallel in the simulatio
profile; instead, as discussed earlier there is a rapid ris
free energy asNxtal becomes smaller.! In this range the two
calculated profiles in Fig. 8~a! are very similar. In the range
Nxtal515– 20 the profile changes slope as the structure of
nucleus changes. Assuming an ideal two-stem nucleus
slope of the free energy profile for 20&Nxtal,2 l will be

dA

dNxtal
52

e

2
1kT log(112 exp~2beg!. ~11!

Therefore, the profile in this region is expected to be flat
T52.03ek21 @Fig. 8~a!# and below this temperature the ca
culated profile will exhibit a maximum at small values
Nxtal @e.g.,T51.7ek21 Fig. 7~c!#. A similar temperature de-
pendence of the slope forNxtal;20– 80 is seen in the simu
lation free energy profiles@Fig. 7~a!#.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The thermodynamic properties that we find for our sem
flexible polymer in the presence of a surface have ma
similarities to an isolated semi-flexible polymer,22,25,26,28e.g.,
the coexistence of chain-folded crystallites with different a
pect ratio and the order–disorder transition.~It should be
remembered that the formation of folded structures for
single polymer system is a thermodynamic effect, wher
lamellar polymer crystals have folded chains due for kine
reasons.! One new feature is the desorption transition14 in
which the adsorbed two-dimensional polymer gradua
adopts a three-dimensional configuration. Also of interes
the fact that crystallization is always preceded by adsorpt
However, it is not yet clear whether this feature is likely
be common to many polymers or reflects some of the asp
of our current model.

The free energy profiles that we obtain by umbrella sa
pling for specific crystallization pathways have a sawtoo
structure where each rise in free energy corresponds to
formation of a new fold. We found that the apportionme
factor, C(Nstem→Nstem11)'0 for Nstem>2 (Nstem is the
number of stems in the crystalline configuration!. However
for Nstem,2 our free energy profiles are significantly diffe
ent from those of Lauritzen and Hoffman’s surface nuc
ation theory. There is no feature in our profiles that cor
sponds to the formation of the first fold because the ini
nucleus is not a single stem but two incomplete stems c
nected by a single fold. The nucleus increases in size by
simultaneous growth of both stems. The reason that a t
stem nucleus is preferred is simply because beyond a ce
size it has a lower energy than a single-stem nucleus. S
energetic considerations are also likely to hold for more
alistic polymer models. This finding has serious implicatio
for the coherence of the surface nucleation theory of polym
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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crystallization because the barrier to the formation of the fi
stem, and its dependence on crystal thickness, plays a
role in the theory.

Our results also hint at another potential problem w
the surface nucleation theory. To obtain the free energy p
files of Fig. 7 we had to constrain the system to prev
crystallization occurring by other pathways. In surface nuc
ation theory only a small subset~those where the stem lengt
is constant! of the multitude of possible pathways are tak
into account. However, a rigorous treatment requires that
full web of possible paths is explored.48–50 Recent kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations which do just this present a ra
cally different picture of the mechanism by which the thic
ness of lamellar crystals is determined.30,31
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